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LANGUAGE CONFLICT
Ever since the Biblical myth of the Tower of Babel, analysts have identiﬁed
language difference as a potent cause of division and conﬂict. We might
question Solorzano y Pereyra’s view in Politica Indiana () that “the diversity of languages is the greatest cause of religious warfare, national discords,
and civil seditions,”1 but it is often difﬁcult to identify a more fundamental
and ubiquitous cause. Where empires once extirpated a people’s language as
a sign of domination, and where nation-states once sought their own form
of totalizing dominance for the national tongue, language conﬂicts are now
often a complex tangle of hegemony and resistance that threatens to recreate Babel on a global scale.
We generally respond to the Babel of languages in the world by seeking
to carve out a space in which only “our” language is spoken; but this response
is inevitably at odds with the reality that living in the world demands a range
of spaces in which speakers of different languages can communicate effectively. The problem is immense: there are now some  so-called nationstates in the world and , languages.2 For each nation-state there are, on
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the average,  languages, and for every nation-state that has only one language (as do Iceland and Liechtenstein) another has .
This range of linguistic spaces is particularly important nowadays
because, until recently, the academic discussion of language and international politics has been dominated by responses to a single sort of “space,”
the territory of the nation-state. And, since the early nineteenth century,
that national space or territory has been deﬁned by the ideal of linguistic
nationalism: the idea that peace and justice demand that all the speakers of
a given language secure a national homeland where that language is
supreme. The bloody conﬂicts caused by this aspiration have by no means
ceased, but as the nation-state retreats in importance it necessarily yields to
more complex spaces in which ofﬁcial national languages coexist uneasily
with dialects, with minority and immigrant languages, and with such “international” languages as English.
One might say that the homogeneous linguistic space of the nation-state
is being contested by an older archetype: the multilingual trading city.
Alexandria in classical times, Constantinople and Venice in medieval history, and Strasbourg in early modern and modern history existed precisely
to overcome constraints of distance and language and to bring different
peoples together.
Linguistic conﬂict and cooperation now take place in such a bewildering variety of speciﬁc spaces and cases that the importance of language itself
is in danger of being lost. Yet, in an age when language is being rediscovered
as an “historical determinant,”3 many wars that we used to call simply “religious” or “nationalist” turn out, on further reﬂection, to have been “linguistic” as well. Increasingly, peoples are being understood as attached to “group
language” or “mother tongues” in something like the same sense in which
historians once said that they were attached to territory,4 religion,5 and race.6
(For example: Britishers, though they once warred for the territory
“England” or “Great Britain” or for the religion “Anglicanism,” seem nowadays actually to have won the battle for the language “English.”)7
Language, as such, is an important component of “culture”—if not, as
we will also consider, the essential component of culture. After all, some people believe that changing their language means changing their culture, their
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kinship system, and even their rights to the land. Indeed, many people maintain that they cannot change their language without ipso facto also changing
their gods and themselves. When the captive Jews exiled in ancient Babylon—
the Hebrew babel—are required by their captors to sing an entertaining song
in the tongue of their new masters, they hardly know how. Their psalmic
refrain, “How can we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?”8 came to mean,
not that slaves and exiles do not know or cannot learn how to speak the language of the conquerors, but rather that their God cannot show himself in
that language. (The refrain was, of course, a favorite for non-anglophone linguistic minorities in the New World—e.g., Sweet Honey in the Rock.) All too
often in human history the motives for “linguicide” (destroying a language) 9
and “glottophagie” (absorbing or consuming a language),10 verge on the terrible purposes of “genocide” (destroying all the individuals of a culture).
There is rarely an escape hatch from this dilemma of linguistic alliance.
A native language is a distinguishing group characteristic more difﬁcult for
the individual to mask (or transform without telltale “accent” or speech
impediment) than such relatively more mutable characteristics as territorial, political, and religious allegiance. So, throughout the globe and throughout the centuries, people have often been killed as a consequence of being
unable to speak a particular language or even to pronounce such a word as
shibboleth or cheese without accent.11 The Greek term barbarian suggests
enemy and stutterer, but it comes down to its older meaning: “a people who
cannot speak ‘our’ language ‘properly’” or who cannot speak any language
without accent, like the still growing number of immigrants and stateless
persons in the world today who may be or represent a real problem of international peace and security.12
Some people ﬁght for or against a language because they seriously believe
that certain languages are good or evil in themselves regardless of the good
or evil intentions of their individual speakers.13 A few American revolutionaries argued in , that, even as one language’s lexis or syntax might promote democracy or empire, so another’s might promote dictatorship.14
Consider here the possible military purposes for compelling or strongly
encouraging conquered or immigrant peoples to speak mainly the language
of the victorious or host country,15 as well as to adapt a new toponymy, or
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system of place names. Presumably, outlawing the languages of newly conquered peoples diminishes the likelihood of their successful conspiracy
against the imperial power and educates them both about the new deﬁnition
of territory and about the new layout of territories. But, at the same time, in
certain situations, a common language newly adopted might give those very
peoples a lingua franca—a frank means of communication with one
another—which they may never have had until the moment of conquest and
which they might now use to conspire jointly against the imperial power.
Moreover, the very fact of the imposition of a new language is often cause
enough for conspiracy. No matter how often they may be taught that the
new language is a means of political “liberation,” or economic “opportunity,”16 or that learning the new language is merely voluntary, many conquered peoples come to believe that “the language of the conqueror on the
lips of the conquered is the language of slaves.”17 “I have one language and it
is not mine,” writes an Algerian Jew educated in French.
Such problems of Babel nowadays bear variously on war in such “nationstate hotspots”—scenes of deadly conﬂict—as Bosnia, Israel, Egypt, South
Africa, Moldavia, Estonia, the Ukraine, and Kurdistan18 (among dozens of
others). They suggest what Calvet has called “the war of languages.”19 And in
the present world, with its changing relationships between language and territoriality and shifting outlooks on “Americanization,” these problems call
out for fresh analysis and outlook.

L ANGUAGE S OF THE UN I TE D STATE S
The colonization of the New World by Europeans—“the biggest population
shift of modern times”20—involved on the cultural level the territorial spread
of such languages as Spanish, English, and French by means of genocide, linguicide, and glottophagia. Eventually myriad languages hailing from Africa,
Europe, and Asia, as well as the Native American (or “First Peoples”) languages were involved.
In the New World Babel that is the now the United States, for example,
many political and intellectual means have buoyed the currently predominant anglophone monolingualism. How has this affected me as co-editor of
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the recently published Multilingual Anthology of American Literature: A
Reader of Original Texts with English Translations21—a -language collection in bilingual-English split-page format? Among American literary scholars in the s, a distinct focus on anglophone literature written by “ethnic”
groups with all-too-familiarly racialist hyphenated names seems generally to
have displaced most literature written in America in languages other than
English. In this view, scholarly discussion of exclusively anglophone “AsianAmerican” and “African-American” and “Native American” literature generally serves to displace, rather than to introduce, the study of American
literature written in Chinese, say, or in Arabic and French, or in Navaho. Yet
American citizens and residents have published successfully in the United
States in scores of languages—well over two hundred, in fact. And, to judge
only by the holdings of Widener Library, they have produced more than
, imprints in languages other than English. Their works, mostly overlooked by scholars since before World War II, range from immigrant tales to
brilliant novels, from marvelous cookbooks to newspapers with circulation
ﬁgures in the tens of thousands, from cosmopolitan poetry to what are easily the best American plays of the nineteenth century. These works include
an American tradition of literature with lesbian themes extending back as
far as the 1840s, Arab-language writing by literate black slaves who wrote in
their mother tongue, and polyglot American literary works that range from
“immigrant ethnic” to “cosmopolitan international.”
How and why has so much work been overlooked? And not only by the
mainstream, so called, but also by those scholars and readers interested in
American “Ethnic Studies” of various sorts?
Let me try out here one answer to this Americanist question by ﬁrst
recalling again that, according to the Bible, all human beings once spoke
only one language, but because they tried to build “a city,” God punished
them by creating a diversity of languages. Now the English colonists in
America wanted to build a “city upon a hill,” but, as urban planners, they
never openly recognized any absolute architectonic need for a single language of the pre-Babel sort that God confounds in the Book of Genesis. In
this same tradition, the Constitution of the “United States of America,”
though written in English, is notably silent about the need for linguistic
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unity or even about the means of dealing with linguistic diversity. What
“group rights,” for example, were to be enjoyed by German speakers in
Pennsylvania? (They numbered just over  percent.) Was English to become
an ofﬁcial language?
At the time, Noah Webster, among others, recognized that “the diversities of languages among men may be considered as a curse, and certainly
one of the greatest evils that commerce, religion and the social interests of
men have to encounter.”22 And he once thought that American English, or
English as then spoken in America, would eventually become the basic
ingredient in a melting pot of languages that would peacefully extinguish
and ﬁnally absorb all the other languages spoken in the lands bounded by
the United States. Of course, this sort of universalist-anglophone amalgamation seemed unlikely to happen in the short run. In , after all, only 
percent of people living in what was then the United States were anglophone. These people spoke scores of African, Native American, and nonEnglish European languages. And at least one new state, Pennsylvania,
probably did have a majority of voters speaking a single non-English language. In the following two centuries, moreover, there was a good deal more
voluntary immigration from non-anglophone European and Asian groups.
The slave trade forced further “immigration” of non-anglophone African
populations to the United States. The military conquest of Spanish speakers
in the Southwest, the commercial takeovers both of French speakers in
Louisiana and also of Russian speakers in Alaska, and land grabs from myriad Native American tribes all made for complex, often brutal, language
engineering policies. These policies included linguicide by various means:
genocide for many Amerindian groups, removal of tongues for slaves sometimes unwilling or unable to speak English, execution under martial law for
French speakers in New Orleans in the wake of the Civil War, the ﬁring squad
for Russian speakers in the wake of the Alaska Purchase, the devalorization
and sometimes even criminalization of all non-English language speaking
and teaching due to concern about the ﬁve million German Americans constituting a “third column” during World War One, and oddly abortive
attempts at bilingual Spanish-English constitutions in New Mexico. All such
means contributed to that “fading away” of languages that ﬁlls the pages of
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non-anglophone American literature and makes university departments of
English and their Ethnic Studies components merely clever cheerleaders for
the winners. Even, perhaps, ex post facto monolingual opportunists.
Yet America still harbors tens of millions of non-English speakers—principally Spanish. And it is ever the site of a remarkable micro-experiment in
interlinguistic “globalization.” Here, two apparently contrary imperatives
continue to confront each other. On the one hand is the imperative for one
language that everyone would speak to the permanent exclusion of any other
language. That is the platform of the political organization known as English
Only. On the other hand is the imperative for a language that everyone
would speak in addition to another one. That is the platform of English Plus.

MULTILINGUAL TRANSLATION
Interlinguistic translation is needful for peace and security, but it is also “one
of the most representative paradigms of the clash between two cultures.”23
The political problems at work here are extreme: certain cultures have a
taboo on translation and a few ethnic groups hold out against translation
because they like to keep the secrets that translation can reveal;24 some cultures believe that religious worship requires a particular linguistic afﬁliation;
a few groups regard a particular language as the “private property” of one or
another gender or economic class. Increasingly, commercial interests recognize here the role of transnational advertising in the global arena.25
Moreover, there is the perhaps insurmountable problem that culturally
“unbiased”—if not also technically accurate—translation is somehow
impossible. The controversial German-American-Canadian “Whorf-Sapir”
hypothesis, for example, suggests that even an accurate and well-meaning
translation is, willy nilly, merely cultural appropriation insofar as interlinguistic differences in grammar create a “ﬁrewall” between certain language groups.26 The work of linguists from Roman Jakobson to Noam
Chomsky is likewise relevant here, as well as the novels of Suzette Elgin, for
understanding the roles of poetry and any idea of universal language.
Now The Multilingual Anthology of American Literature, which I mentioned earlier, gathers together original works written in many non-English
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languages, and it presents those languages together with (“plus”) translations into the English language. In this context, the international conference
room, with its facilities for translation, may well present a useful model for
such an anthology’s translation of many languages into one. The conference
room suggests the opportunity for diplomacy,27 trade, and intellectual
exchange, but it is also a site renowned for sparking wars. In which language
(if any) should the group of conferees, in a preliminary way, discuss the language that the group will use for the principal part of the proceedings? Is it
all ex post facto? In an essentially or historically bilingual setting in Miami,
for example, might the appropriate language be Spanish and/or English
and/or French? In which language should one discuss the question of language diversity? The choice of language is a key element in determining the
outcome of the debate.28 So, why English?
In fact, The Multilingual Anthology of American Literature has three prototypical kinds of readers. One kind of reader knows the language in which
the particular original work is written. Either that reader pays no attention
to the English translation or else he reads it as a biased interpretation or as
a work of art in its own right. The second kind of reader does not know the
language of the particular original work. This reader pays attention mainly
to the facing-page English translation. But if this second reader knows some
other non-English language (most likely represented elsewhere in this
anthology), she will know something of what she is missing; she will be
reminded of it (what she is missing) by the facing-page original. The third
hypothetical reader knows all languages—as do the people imagined in
Genesis before the “confusion of languages” and as do those Christian universalists, ecstatic celebrants, who “speak in tongues” in Acts.
It is deceptively easy nowadays in the predominantly anglophone United
States to “celebrate” linguistic diversity. In much the same way it is safe, in a
territory where all tigers are believed to be extinct, to celebrate biological
diversity. Indeed, the very disappearance of another group’s language often
provides the dominant group with a sublime platform from which to enjoy it,
as well as a tragedian’s soapbox on which to bemoan the loss of language
diversity. Such decriers can be compared with the imperial Roman grammarians who made anthologies of non-Latin literature gathered from colonial
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outposts as if to “preserve” them in imperial translations that “incorporate
and transcend” (sublate) them—as in a jar of assorted “language preserves.”
The editors of The Multilingual Anthology, with its pervasive “English
Plus” facing-page, bilingual format, do not enter the fray in a political vacuum. Indeed, the very notion of common language is always fraught with
political difﬁculty. Common languages here include the “language of diplomacy” for international conﬂict and war, 29 the “language of civil discourse”
for international communications and laws, the “trade language” for international exchange, 30 the “air controllers’ language” for international transportation systems,31 and, whether we like it or not, English as it operates
willy-nilly in our own communications with one another.
The Multilingual Anthology of American Literature attempts to recuperate forgotten American languages and literatures and to indicate how much
remains to be done. But, at the same time, it inevitably recapitulates, on the
other hand, the same movement toward “anglicization” that led to the need
for recuperation in the ﬁrst place. My apprehension here is that any and all
translation, which one might want to present as a solution to a political
problem, is itself already and always political. But if translation has long
been recognized as “one of the most representative paradigms of the clash
between two cultures,”32 it is also the salve.
I have tried to raise general questions about the question whether language or politics is prime. On the one hand is the perhaps pleasant view that
“The emperor is not above the grammarian”33—which implies that in certain
respects, the realm of language is at least as powerful as the political realm
that enunciates itself in language, if not more powerful. On the other hand
is the polar opposite view, as expressed by the Holy Roman Emperor
Sigismund: “I am the Roman king and above the grammarian.”34 Many a
“Royal Academy” would pretend to legislation. In , when Columbus
sailed the ocean blue, Antonio de Nebrija gave Queen Isabella of Spain a
copy of his Gramática sobre la lengua castella. The Queen asked: “What is it
for?” Nebrija answered: “Your majesty, language is the perfect instrument of
empire.”35 But is it the poet who wields the instrument, or the state?
Some people used to say that, one day soon, there would be a single
global language—whether an imperial language, a “planned language,”36 or
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some sort of successful yet informal lingua franca. Nowadays many say likewise that that “machine translation” will soon render all inter-linguistic
problems obsolete37 or that the Internet will ensure that English becomes
everyone’s language of second choice or even everyone’s native (and only)
language. It is tempting to believe that the confusion of Babel will disappear
with a new technological age. However, in his Modern Utopia () that
great writer of “science ﬁction,” H. G. Wells, already warned us to be wary of
the view that “we need suppose no linguistic impediments to intercourse.”38
Computer translation and tele-translation are still disappointing technologies and some have argued that they will always remain so.39 The “city on a
hill” that is the American Babel, with all its opportunities for cooperative
toleration and (as Thomas Paine observed in his acute remarks on American
multilingualism)40 for all its burdensome conﬂict, is too much with us. The
multilingual past of the United States and the unique achievement of
American literatures are essential parts of the political experiment that is
America’s polyglot past and its global presence and future.
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